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- Cryptocurrency
  - Proof of work & proof of knowledge, with zero-knowledge
- Program execution (by prover)
- Execution outcome
  - 42
- Mathematical proof for result
- Publicly verifiable
  - The proof is public & confidentiality preserved
- Incorruptible proof
  - Trust based on cryptography only
- Cloud computing
  - Trusted delegation of computation

Interactive Oracle Proofs with Zero-Knowledge for NEXP
  - (BCS16),(BCGRS16),(BCGV16)

Efficient reductions from RAM execution to succinct Algebraic CSP
  - (BCGT13),(AZ15)

Efficient Probabilistically Checkable Proofs for succinct Algebraic CSP
  - (BS08),(BCGT13),(BBGR16)

Implementation
  - (BBCGGHPRSTV16)
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